CFA - Call for Abstracts and Participation

6WMAUGT
Sixth Workshop on Military Applications of Underwater Glider Technology
12 – 14 November 2019
NATO STO CMRE, La Spezia, Italy

Find the description, abstract submission and registration information at:

www.cmre.nato.int/6wmaugt

Abstract submission is open. Submission deadline: 13 October 2019.

The aim of the 6WMAUGT is to provide an opportunity for the personnel from the scientific, academic, industrial and military communities to present and discuss the state-of-art developments in underwater glider technology, and the relevant military and civilian applications it offers and could offer in the future. Topics (not limited to) to be explored among the participants are:

- Integration in naval operations
- Exploitation in Rapid Environmental Assessment (REA) activities
- Exploitation in Maritime Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (MISR) activities
- Novel payloads and capabilities
- Passive acoustic capabilities
- TCPED interoperability: Interoperable ways for Tasking gliders and Collecting, Processing, Exploiting and Disseminating data/information
- Sustained monitoring, characterization and surveillance of marine regions
- Operations in remote and high-risk environments (e.g. high latitudes, A2/AD - Anti-Access/Area-Denial)
- Interconnected fleets/networks
- Risks and legal aspects

Attendance is limited to the nationals of the 29 member countries of NATO. The meeting will be held at NATO UNCLASSIFIED security level. Participation will be confirmed once an abstract and/or a summary of intent has been submitted and accepted.

Organizing committee (NATO STO CMRE):
Dr. Raul VICEN Raul.Vicen@cmre.nato.int
Dr. Ines BORRIONE Ines.Borrione@cmre.nato.int
Cdr. DEU-N Stefan WITTWER Stefan.Wittwer@cmre.nato.int